
Common Core 

Why you should care

Freedom is never more than one generation away from 
extinction. We didnʼt pass it to our children in the 
bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected and 
handed on for them to do the same. ~ Ronald Reagan

Who is for it, who is against it

For: “Experts,” none of whom has actually taught in any classroom 
anywhere; Bill Gates, various opportunists, the political establishment, 
the educational establishment, the teachersʼ unions (this one is funny 
because the testing associated with CCSS will be used to evaluate 
teachers, principals, schools and districts)

Common Core, the BILL GATES-led initiative
Bill Gates' Common Core Spending totals over $200M, consisting of 
donations to NGA, CCSSO, Student Achievement Partners, SBC, 
PARCC, Achieve, American Enterprise Institute, American Federation 
of Teachers, National Education Association, Council of Great City 
Schools, Education Trust, Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development, Thomas B. Fordham Institute, 

Against: Other experts, those who do have classroom teaching 
experience; principals, teachers, parents, and old timers. 

Totally confused: business and industry, who need competent 
workers but have no idea other than listening to “experts.”

Totally clueless: most people, especially the “low information” voters 
and, sadly, parents who donʼt have the inclination or time to see the 
homework their kids are bringing home.

Common Core in the school is 
Nothing but the latest in a long series of fads since John Dewey and 
William James:

* Whole language vs. phonics
* Inventive spelling
* Elimination of grammar, etc.
* Informational text vs. the classics of western literature, see Common 

Core 
* New Math, Fuzzy math, Integrated math, Constructivist math, Reform 

math

Unfortunately for us, John Dewey and William James are worshipped as 
co-founders of American educational psychology, as America's answer to 
Jean Piaget and Sigmund Freud, as heroes of the progressivist movement. 
We are still putting their ideas into practice in failed experiments on 
generation after generation of our children.

Common Core in theoretical terms is
* The denial of the Normal distribution curve (a.k.a. "Gaussian," "bell") that 

expresses the basic natural law that in every measure some individuals 
are outstanding on the high end, some on the low end, and most are 
somewhere in the middle "normal" range. 

* The insistence that that we squeeze the bell curve until it's just a spike. 
Then moving the spike to some undetermined average. Depending on 
where the spike is placed, it is either elitist (only geniuses pass) or 
condescending (everybody passes).

* Egalitarianism run amok, it is the insistence that everybody is equal in 
every way. Equal to what? There is only one measure that everybody 
can be equal to -- the lowest.

* The expectation (despite all evidence to the contrary) that normal and 
poor students, just like exceptional ones, are able to retrace the steps of 
the pioneers who came before us, rapidly and efficiently enough to 
absorb the massive existing and growing knowledge base; that is, to 
motivate and teach themselves... See Common Core. 
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 (The only successful example of anything like this is ...video games. 
And software for the Macintosh.)

* The denial of the historical and scientific fact that certain methods of 
teaching are more suitable than others for the rapid conveyance of 
knowledge, especially when the age of the student is taken into 
account.

* The disregard of the fact that each generation BUILDS on the 
knowledge gained by previous generations; each generation does 
NOT start from zero; if we did, weʼd never catch up, weʼd never even 
manage to preserve civilization, let alone make it to the leading edge to 
advance it. That means, we MUST use teaching methods that are the 
most efficient for the age and level of knowledge of the student and the 
complexity of the material; and in most cases, this means direct 
instruction, not “discovery.”

Unfortunately for us, most people don't know what the hell I am talking 
about.

Common Core in practical terms is 
* Al Gore telling you that 95% of climatologists, meteorologist, 

environmentalists, heck, all scientists agree there is global warming 
and that it is man-made. Common Core is "scientists" from East Anglia 
university and Penn State faking and doctoring the data to support 
their allegation. Climatic Research Unit email controversy

* Los Angeles Times Bans Climate Skeptics From Letters Page; also 
FaceBook, Twitter.

* Obama Executive Order on climate change preparedness. Never mind 
what the science shows; their minds are made up.

Unfortunately for us, we, who believe in a state that governs with the 
consent of the governed, do not realize that the same idea does NOT 
apply to science. Science is not a democracy, science is not rule by 
consensus or by authority; science is a self-doubting, skeptical, 
meritocratic anarchy where one man can hold his truth against all 
others if indeed truth is on his side, because the only allegiance 
science requires is to independently verifiable fact, impeccable 
logic, objective analysis and absolute truth.

Common Core in political terms is 
* Petulance; yet another tantrum by the arrogant ruling elite trying to 

impose its will on the oblivious, distracted, un-educated, mis-educated, 
de-educated, ignorant masses, to do what's good for them whether they 
want it or not. 

* Throwback to medieval times when society consisted of two layers, a 
privileged educated elite and an underclass of miserable, ignorant serfs 
and rabble.

Unfortunately for us, the progressives have been working for over a 
century to make sure the masses will be more and more ignorant and more 
and more dependent on the largess of the government. 

How did it get this far

Convergence of two trends:
1. David Coleman + Bill Gates ---> Achieve, Inc. + CCSSI ---> NGA + 

CCSSO
CCSSI - common core state standards initiative
NGA - national governors association
CCSSO - council of chief state school officers

David Coleman On the Common Core admits he had to "sell" the idea
2. Accountability Movement, No Child Left Behind, Stimulus / Race To The 

Top; in Common Core (Wikipedia)

In Nevada:
1. Governor Gibbons applied for Race To The Top in 2009)
2. The state Board of Education voted to adopt CCSS in 2010 (condition 

for getting money)
3. The state Board for Career and Technical Education voted to adopt 

CSSS in 2010.
4. The legislature approved SB14 in 2011, and it became NRS 389.0187 

(which is a duplication of existing sections)
5. "The State" has formally selected SBAC for our longitudinal tracking 

program in 2012(?)
6. Gov. Sandoval issued an EO to set up committee to facilitate 

implementation (2013)
7. State Sup of Ed (Dale Erquiaga) rules kids canʼt opt out of testing 

(2013); in Guidance Memo 13-02 Privacy.pdf
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So, what is Common Core

* Overview:  Common Core (Wikipedia)
English
* Ensure that students are college and career ready in literacy 

(reading, writing, speaking & listening, media)
* Read a range of classic and contemporary literature as well as 

challenging informative texts
* Acquire new knowledge, insights, and consider varying perspectives 

as they read
* Write logical arguments based on claims, solid reasoning, and 

relevant evidence
Math
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

* Preparation for "college and career." See CoreStandards.org 
* The CCSS provide a consistent, clear understanding of what students 

are expected to learn, so teachers and parents know what they need 
to do to help them. The standards are designed to be robust and 
relevant to the real world, reflecting the knowledge and skills that our 
young people need for success in college and careers.

* The Standards are (1) research and evidence based, (2) aligned with 
college and work expectations, (3) rigorous, and (4) internationally 
benchmarked (these are all lies)

* The Standards set requirements not only for English language arts 
(ELA) but also for literacy in history/social studies, science, and 
technical subjects. Just as students must learn to read, write, 
speak, listen, and use language effectively in a variety of content 
areas, so too must the Standards specify the literacy skills and 
understandings required for college and career readiness in 
multiple disciplines.

But colleges are increasingly skeptical about the suitability of the CCSS as 
preparation for college, and no indication anywhere that the “writers” 
have any idea what employers want. I my experience of 30+ years in 
Silicon Valley, employers wanted people with strong professionals skills 
(secretary through CEO), good English and communication skills, good 
team work and self-starters; that is, the ability to marshal resources and 
complete an assignment without supervision and micromanagement. 
NOTHING in the group-think fostered in CCSS addresses this.

* Quotes from the standards
* English Language Arts Standards | Anchor Standards - Reading

* To build a foundation for college and career readiness, students must 
read widely and deeply from among a broad range of high-quality, 
increasingly challenging literary and informational texts. Through 
extensive reading of stories, dramas, poems, and myths from 
diverse cultures and different time periods, students gain literary 
and cultural knowledge as well as familiarity with various text 
structures and elements. By reading texts in history/social studies, 
science, and other disciplines, students build a foundation of 
knowledge in these fields that will also give them the background to 
be better readers in all content areas. Students can only gain this 
foundation when the curriculum is intentionally and coherently 
structured to develop rich content knowledge within and across 
grades. Students also acquire the habits of reading independently 
and closely, which are essential to their future success. 

(So much for the argument that the standard does not dictate the 
curriculum.)

* English Language Arts Standards | Anchor Standards - Writing
* Learn to use writing as a way of offering and supporting opinions, 

demonstrating understanding of the subjects they are studying, and 
conveying real and imagined experiences and events.

* Build knowledge on a subject through research projects and to 
respond analytically to literary and informational sources. Devote 
significant time and effort to writing, producing numerous pieces over 
short and extended time frames throughout the year.

(So much for the argument that the standard does not dictate the 
curriculum.)

* English Language Arts Standards | Anchor Standards - Speaking & 
Listening
* Take part in a variety of rich, structured conversations—as part of a 

whole class, in small groups, and with a partner. Being productive 
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members of these conversations requires that students contribute 
accurate, relevant information; respond to and develop what others 
have said; make comparisons and contrasts; and analyze and 
synthesize a multitude of ideas in various domains

* Digital texts confront students with the potential for continually 
updated content and dynamically changing combinations of words, 
graphics, images, hyperlinks, and embedded video and audio

(So much for the argument that the standard does not dictate the 
curriculum.)

* English Language Arts Standards | Anchor Standards - Language
* Gain control over many conventions of standard English grammar, 

usage, and mechanics
* Determine or clarify the meaning of grade-appropriate words 

encountered through listening, reading, and media use; Appreciate 
that words have nonliteral meanings, shadings of meaning, and 
relationships to other words

* Expand their vocabulary in the course of studying content

(Note that they donʼt call it grammar. So much for the argument that the 
standard does not dictate the curriculum.)

* Standards for Mathematical Practice  (the 8 goals above)
* Standards for Mathematical Content

Counting & Cardinality  (K)
Operations & Algebraic Thinking  (K-5)
Number & Operations in Base Ten  (K-5)
Number & Operations—Fractions  (3-5)
Measurement & Data  (K-5)
Geometry  (K-HS)
Ratios & Proportional Relationships  (6-7)
The Number System  (8-HS)
Expressions & Equations  (6-HS)
Functions  (8-HS)
Statistics & Probability  (6-HS)
(High school level math includes vectors, matrices, trigonometry and 
modeling with algebra, geometry and statistics)

What's wrong with it -- (1) Overview

* How it came to be:  
 Ominous Parallels — Obamacare and Common Core
 CC_Coersion_2013_FNL.pdf

* Common Core's radical roots: 
* CCSS curriculum is direct logical descendent of Marx and Lenin

* Marx: Communist Manifesto, 1848; state control of education
* Lenin: New Soviet Man (1920s); sever the ties to history and culture

 * Terrorist Professor Bill Ayers and Obama
 * Common Core: Based on UN Agenda 21

* Using the copyright to evade federal law that prohibits the 
imposition of federal standards; in Common Core; 
20 USC 1213, 20 USC 3403, 20 USC 6301.

* College and career ready
Who can predict what jobs and job skills will be needed 5,10, 20 years 

from now? 
Their predictions 20, 40, 60 years ago were way off. Why believe them 

now?
Who among us has worked in and stayed in the profession that we were 

trained for?

* Common Core DOES tell teachers HOW to teach 
 and what to teach

* Grave danger to non-public schools: CCCS..pdf
* Trying to go international: CCRS_Math_2013.pdf

* Bill Gates quote: 
“It would be great if our education stuff worked, but that we won't 
know for probably a decade.” washingtonpost.com
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What's wrong with it -- (2) Data mining, misuse
* APPR_Position_Paper_4Jan13 .pdf

Assessments are designed to evaluate student learning, not teacher 
effectiveness, nor student learning growth
Precious dollars are funneled to testing companies and other vendors.

* Education Data Model, data collection framework
Assessment Form, Community Survey, Data Collection Form, Form 
I-9 Employment Verification, W4 Form,
Parent Survey, Staff Survey, Student Survey
(most elements have not been defined yet)

* 533 deeply personal demographic questions and "data points"

* Examples from Education Data Model, elementary and secondary
* motherʼs maiden name
* birth name, former legal name, other name, nickname
* city / county / country of birth
* Social Security Number, former school id number, alien registration 

number
* voter registration
* family income range, base pay
* own / rent / live with others / homeless
* neglected / delinquent status
* on/off-campus residence status
* residence after leaving school
* bus route, bus schedule, bus stop (with description), distance of 

home and bus stop from school
* race, tribal affiliation, citizenship / migrant / immigration status, 

at-risk status
* preferred language / dialect
* economically disadvantaged / public assistance / eligibility
* school food service, school health services
* developmental delay (adaptive, cognitive, communication, ...)
* English / math proficiency, ability grouping, special ed 
* attendance record, assignment completion record, class rank
* co-curricular and extra-curricular activities, activity level, leadership 

level, community service
* non-school activities & sponsor
* post-school accomplishment (military, elective office, publications, ..)
* health, allergies, diet, immunization, substance abuse, special needs

* other “data points” related to academic goals, courses of study, 
accomplishments, transfers, etc.

* Examples from Education Data Model, parent/guardian
the above, plus:
* income, occupation, employer
* level of participation in workforce
* primary and secondary insurance, policy number, coverage
* form of identification
* languages
* marital status, relationship to student, living-with status

* Examples from Education Data Model, postsecondary; 
the above, plus:
* family obligations
* fatherʼs education level, first generation in college (status)
* date of entry into US
* licenses, certifications
* religious affiliation
* number of people in household, living with single parent
* visa status

* Dangerous Federal FERPA Changes eliminate protections under the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (20 USC 1232g)

*  inBloom, Inc. -- unrestricted commercialization of the "data points"

* See also
Sample Items and Performance Tasks | SBAC
SBAC Practice Test

 Sample Questions | PARCC

* Gaming the system: 
Testers control the scoring of tests; in 

Superintendent Dr. Teresa Thayer Snyder- Voorheesville, NY
Teacher accused of urging students to fail test
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What's wrong with it -- (3) How it's taught
* Cutesie-poo sloganeering
 Drill-and-kill vs, drill-and-skill, 
 Discovery vs. direct instruction
 Guide-on-the-side vs. sage-on-the-stage
 Facilitator vs. teacher

* Yes, the Common Core DOES tell teachers HOW to teach

* Student-centered vs. teacher-centered method of instruction
 Five Steps to Create a Progressive, Student-Centered Classroom
 Eliminates all traditional teaching methods:

1. Create ongoing projects
2. Integrate technology
3. Eliminate homework, replace with engaging in-class activities.
4. Eliminate rules and consequences (eliminate discipline)
5. Involve students in evaluation (eliminate grades)

Explanations and Criticisms

Common Core leading districts to adopt failed approaches
 http://www.societyforqualityeducation.org/parents/bkgrnd2.html

* Child-centered classrooms generate large numbers of "learning-
disabled" children who need remedial teaching

* proponents of child-centered learning ... refuse to take part [in] 
comparative studies; [found] conventional classrooms ... to be 
superior in most respects

* Direct Instruction: presentation of the new material in a clear, step-by-
step fashion; checking for understanding; guided practice; immediate 
feedback and correction; independent practice; testing; and review.

Facing the Classroom Challenge, Teacher Quality and Teacher Training
* The teacher-centered approach emphasizes teacher-prescribed skills 

and knowledge whereas the student-centered view is more 
concerned about student self-exploration and self-esteem. Objective 
research shows that the teacher-centered approach is far superior in 
producing  measured achievement.

In defense of direct instruction: Constant constructivism, group work and 
arrogant attitude are abusive to children

* Yet another example of false choices, false alternatives, and forcing the 
selection of one over the others; in this case the list is as long as the 
different ways of teaching:

Lecture, demonstration, discussion, lab work, homework, 
Individual study, group study, 
Individual project, group project, brainstorming

* Teachers are being denied the choice of the right MIX of methods at the 
right time

* Group effort vs. individual competence
* Denial of the importance and use of GRADES -- along with abusive use 

of tests.

* Inspirational Teaching Videos: Covering Common Core, Math, Science, 
English And More

* Vendors of course are happy to provide detailed lesson plans:
http://www.engageny.org/sites/default/files/resource/attachments/
5m1.1.pdf
Students will work in small groups to analyze passages from 
Esperanza Rising that relate to one of five articles from the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.
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What's wrong with it -- (4) What is being taught

English
* No longer teach grammar, spelling, conjugation, parts of speech, 

punctuation, sentence structure, usage, composition, cursive writing, ...
* Why Public Education Is Failing: Grammar problems caused by "hyper-

constructivism"
Students are supposed to "discover" proper grammar on their own as 
they read good pieces. Then, somehow and some way, they are to 
emulate these proper mechanical structures in their own writing

* Text List for P-12 ELA -- what is missing from all this???
pre-K, K -- Families Are Different, All Families Are Special
1st grade -- "different lands, different stories"
2nd grade, category: "Fighting for a cause" -- Susan B. Anthony, 

Eleanor Roosevelt, Mary McLeod Bethune, Ruby Bridges, Rosa 
Parks, Martin Luther King Jr., Cesar Chavez 

3rd grade -- frogs
4th grade -- the Iroquois Constitution
5th grade -- UN Universal declaration on human rights, Jackie 

Robinson, A story of Haiti
6th grade -- Greek myths
7th grade -- Sudan's Civil War, Life of Frederick Douglass
8th grade -- The Vietnam Wars, To Kill A Mockingbird
9th grade -- Memoirs of a Catholic Girlhood, A Doll's House, The 

Depressive and the Psychopath, Oedipus the King, The Scarlet 
Letter, FDR (also Romeo and Juliet, The Maltese Falcon, Self 
Reliance)

10th grade -- White man's Burden, Letter from Birmingham Jail, 19th 
Century Women's Rights, The Problem That Has No Name, A&P, 
The Communist Manifesto, What Arabs Think (also On Being An 
American, Prometheus Bound, Animal Farm, The Celebrated 
Jumping Frog of Calaveras County)

11th grade -- Frederick Douglass, Chief Joseph, Chief Seattle, FDR, 
Obama; Silent Spring (also some Shakespeare, Dostoyevsky, 
Jonathan Swift, Melville, Faulkner,...)

12th grade -- Malcolm X, MLK, Abraham Lincoln; Bible, Koran, A 
Natural History of Love,  (also The Art of War, some Shakespeare, 
Thoreau, Chaucer, Macchiavelli)

* Literacy in Physics: Reading a Primary Source; Circle the words that are 
unfamiliar to you -- in an article for practicing engineers

* Close Reading Is Close to a Con

The major flaw in CCSS: disregard of age appropriate skills, tasks, 
materials, and teaching methods

Math 
* Politics driving math classes - not equity, justice ... or math

Expose an injustice, that minimum wage is not a living wage
* The Warping of Simplicity and Eloquence * Common Core leading 

districts to adopt unproved math programs and failed approaches
* Pro-reform professor capably shows why reform math doesn't work

"4th graders are beginning a PhD in number theory"
Pro-reform-math decision-makers are using the Common Core to 

implement reform math

* Multiplying Whole Numbers And Fractions Lesson
* In defense of vertical multiplication: Reform methods stumble over 

decimals
Vertical Multiplication (traditional math)
Cluster Method -- counting by hundreds, tens and ones
Lattice Method -- who could possibly make sense of that?

* A ridiculous Common Core test for first graders, the-math-test.pdf

* IntegratedMath 
CCSS requires all high school students to develop integrated 
understandings of algebra, geometry, and data analysis, where concepts, 
skills, and representations in each content strand support concepts, 
skills, problem solving, and reasoning in the other strands.

Actually, there is only "math;" arithmetic, pre-algebra, algebra, plane 
geometry, trigonometry, solid geometry, pre-calculus, calculus, vector / 
tensor algebra, matrix algebra, etc., are just different representations of 
the same one thing.

Science
* Subjective opinion vs. objective analysis
* Consensus as the standard of fact and truth
* NSTA Has Serious & Extensive Concerns About Achieveʼs Next 

Generation Science
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History and civics

Internationalism, globalism vs. American exceptionalism, patriotism. This 
is in direct violation of Nevada law: from NRS 389.020:

1. In all public schools... instruction must be given in American 
government, including without limitation ...

(c) The study of and devotion to American institutions and ideals.

* http://www.engageny.org/sites/default/files/resource/attachments/
5m1.1.pdf 
Students will work in small groups to analyze passages from 
Esperanza Rising that relate to one of five articles from the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.  -- not the Bill of Rights, but the UDHR.

* the-us-constitution-vs-the-universal-declaration-of-human-rights
US: endowed by their Creator by certain unalienable rights
UN: rights granted by government
*  Political indoctrination replacing academics

* Encourage and train students to become activists
* Americaʼs history of power, white privilege and oppression
* Real world issues through the lenses of race, gender, culture, 

economic equity, peace, justice, and the environment
* Family diversity, gender stereotyping, bullying, name-calling in K-5
* Sex, abortion, contraception and homosexuality
* Social-justice agenda: complaining, accusing, rebelling, changing 

society and forcing extreme progressive viewpoints on children

* Community activist Indoctrination
* Advocate and organize for social justice, in first grade
* Use emotional words when writing a call to action
* Make readers angry
* My mom always (tells)(nags) me to clean my room -- NAGS
* Track studentʼs behaviors, attitudes in response to the lessons

* thirdgraders-learn-to-protest-against-their-school-seiustyle
* Work together as a community to stand up for our rights
* Showing 8 and 9 year olds how to be defiant and unruly

* Teaching Cultural Identity
* Diversity, diversity, diversity

* Salad bowl instead of melting pot 
*  I was born and raised here, I thought i was an America, but now I see I 

am just a Filipino-American...

* Common Core makes students scrap Bill of Rights
* Tell students that “the government of United States is currently 

revisiting” the first 10 amendments to the U.S. Constitution
* Require students to ditch two amendments from the Bill of Rights
* Participate on the National Revised Bill of Rights Task Force
* The Bill of Rights is amended by a ʻspecialʼ committee

Question: 
 Where does CCSS leave room for advanced placement and 

honors classes, and other interesting in-school and 
community programs that many local districts are now and 
have for a long time been offering in their schools? 
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What's wrong with it -- (5) Money, money, ...
* A Brief Audit of Bill Gates' Common Core Spending and the usual 

CCSS myths
* Follow the money:
 Common Core as a brand name. Who is making money off it
 Achieve.org, Pearson, SBAC, PARCC, inBloom.org,  ... Microsoft)
* States being locked into huge new expenses: 
 Cost Related to the Common Core State Standards
 State Costs for Adopting and Implementing the Common Core State 

Standards
* Some details:

* Infrastructure -- 50M students, 50M computers, 50M licenses per 
software at $? each

* Testing costs -- SBAC or PARCC, about $25 / $40 per student per 
test

* Data integration -- inBloom, $2 to $5 per student per year
 Single source for teaching materials -- Pearson, 50M of each at $? 

each
* Single source for teacher training materials -- ?M of each at $? each: 
 Resources for Student-Centered Instruction in a Time of Common 

Core Standards

What's wrong with it -- (6) Intimidation
* Parents and teachers -- fear of retribution if speaking out
* Teachers quitting in disgust and despair 
 ʻEverything I love About Teaching Is Extinctʼ
 To My Students: ʻI Love You and Believe in Youʼ

This is the fundamental transformation of education through 
submission and attrition -- the same process that resulted in the marxist 
take-over of our colleges.

So whatʼs the alternative
* The Massachusetts Miracle 
* Other good state standards that are being replaced by CCSS (donʼt 

bother to google it; all you get from google is endless pages on CCSS)
Common Core: Substandard educational scheme. Georgia can do better
Catholic Schools Already Exceed Common Core Standards

* We DID TOO know how to educate, in the old days.
The 8th grade graduation test, in Salina, Kansas from the year 1895: 
http://www.salina.com/1895test/. Examples:

Grammar
* Name the parts of speech and define those that have no modifications.
Math
* District No. 33 has a valuation of $35,000. What is the necessary levy to 

carry on a school seven months at $50 per month, and have $104 for 
incidentals?

History
* Relate the causes and results of the Revolutionary War.
Orthography
* What are the following, and give examples of each: Trigraph, Subvocals, 

Diphthong, Cognate, Linguals?
Geography
* Of what use are rivers? Of what use is the ocean?
Physiology
* What is the function of the liver? Of the kidneys?

What is being done about it

* Foundations speak out
Heritage: Common Core National Standards and Tests: Increased 

Federal Outreach into Education
FreedomWorks: Top 10 Reasons to Oppose Common Core |

* Experts speak out
Dr. Sandra Stotsky Testifies Against Common Core
Dr. Sandra Stotsky on mediocrity of Common Core
Dr. Duke Pesta Testifies Against Common Core
Dr. Milgram Testimony

* Superintendent(s) speak out
Dr. Teresa Thayer Snyder- Voorheesville, NY
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* Principals speak out
APPR_Position_Paper_4Jan13 .pdf
These “Reforms” Destroy Love of Learning

* Teachers speak out
10 Things You Should Know About the Common Core | NEA
82 Teachers Talk Back to NEA, Debunk Common Core
NY teacher brands Common Core reform 'child abuse
The Trouble With Common Core - Stan Karp

* Students speak out
Video: High School Senior's Testimony Devastates Common Core

* Teachers, parents speak out
Commissioner King Scorned in Port Chester
17 Reasons I am against the Common Core

* Lawsuits are being filed
 Lawsuit charges Ed Department with violating student privacy
 Kentucky Parent Files Common Core Lawsuit

Get a load of this: CCSS is also a violation of the UDHR, Article 26:
(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that 

shall be given to their children.

* Grassroots efforts
 Two Moms vs. Common Core (Indiana)
 One mom in Montana (booklet)
 Another mom in Spokane Why Public Education Is Failing
 Three more moms against Common Core About, 

Two Moms Against Common Core (Florida)
* Thousands more web sites and web pages
* Growing movement in Nevada

Reno, Carson City, Fallon, Yerington, Las Vegas
* My efforts

Common Core – a Stab at the Heart of American Education
Questions to the legislature's education committees

 Questions to state board of education
 Questions to local superintendents of education
 Digest of NRS Title 34
 Questions based on NRS Title 34
 Agenda for the next legislature

What YOU need to do

Talk to everyone -- parents, teachers, voters, officials

Speak up at events 
Your schoolʼs football games, baseball games, soccer games, 
PTA meetings, school board meetings, 
At work, parties, ...

Circulate the flier, ANY flier

Petition the Governor; collect signatures...!!!
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